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Curley s wife of mice and men end

The boss's son, Curley, embodies the cruelty of ranch life and creates the conditions that lead to the death of his own wife. Curley's wife explains that she hates Curley because she spends all her time saying what she's going to do to guys she doesn't like, and her marital dissatisfaction manifests in the flirtatiousness of other men on the ranch. Curley's wife is lonely, but the
ranch's hands fear Curley will try to talk to her, which will still isolate her. Curley's wife's loneliness and anger at her husband cause lennie's company to find her; He's honoring Lennie for breaking Curley's arm after curley bullied him. Essentially, Lennie and Curley's wife come together in the barn because both characters are the victims of Curley. When Curley's wife starts
screaming, Lennie covers her mouth because she worries that George is angry and that she will not be allowed to care for rabbits on her future farm. The reason George warned Lennie about talking to Curley's wife is that Curley is jealous and cruel, so once again Curley is the one who's ultimately responsible for the circumstances that lead to his wife's death. While Lennie is the
one who physically kills Curley's wife, Mice and Men consistently shows that Lennie is not to blame for his death. From the opening part, when George explains that Lennie has a habit of accidentally killing mice while petting them, the novella prepares the reader to watch the death of Curley's wife in an accident; Lennie just can't help himself. George tells Slim that in their last
town, Lennie got into trouble after touching the girl's dress and was falsely accused of raping her. In response, Slim-who is presented as a divine source of moral authority—determines that Lennie is not evil, solidifying Lennie's innocence. Immediately after he kills Curley's wife, Lennie says: I don't want him to hurt you by making it clear that Lennie doesn't know that he's killed her
and therefore wouldn't have intended. On the other hand, Of Mice and Men argues that curley's wife's death is not the fault of a particular person, but of the isolation and fear imposed by the harsh working conditions of immigrants. The gravity-hands of the world are seen most clearly, as characters with less power-mental disabilities, Lennie, black Crooks, disabled Candy and
Curley's wife, who aren't even given a name-on pitted against each other. When Curley's wife visits the Crooks stable, she admits in a moment of loneliness that she once dreamed of starring in movies, then quickly attacks every man with derogatory remarks. In the world of ranch, one must not be the most vulnerable person in the room. Later, Curley's wife lets her guard alone in
Lennie's barn, talking to her about her broken dreams, eventually trusting Lennie to touch her hair and dying tragically of her moment of vulnerability. Novella suggests that this is how the forces of oppression work: not directly, but circumstances and situations that force vulnerable people – women, working class, black people and people with disabilities – to hurt each other when
they are the weakest. The scene shifts sunday afternoon with Lennie sitting in a barn, weighing a dead puppy. He killed his puppy by pampering it too hard. Lennie is caught up in the growing panic that George finds a dead puppy and that now he can't take care of rabbits (93). Curley's wife enters a dress decorated with red ostrich feathers. Lennie, who has been warned to have
nothing to do with him, briefly tries to resist a drawn-out conversation, but he reigns in telling him that other men are too busy in his horseshoe tournament to take care of whether he talks to him or not. He sees a dead puppy and comforts him by saying that no one cares about the mere loss of the mutt. He is clearly starving for the conversation and launches into re-sounding his
disgruntled story of what might have been. He claims he could have been an actor. Lennie doesn't understand him at all, but if he continues to return to the dilemma of a dead puppy and his anxiety over being denied the right to care for rabbits. Curley's wife angrily asks her why she is so obsessed with rabbits, and Lennie thoughtfully answers that she likes to pet nice things.
Curley's wife notes that Lennie is [j]us as a great child (99) and calls him a stroke of his soft hair. Lennie starts to feel her hair and likes it very indeed, which leads her to pet it too hard. Curley's wife starts a fight that sends Lennie into a panic. He grabs his hair and muffles his screams. If he keeps fighting, Lennie gets angry. He shakes her violently, telling her to shut up so George
can't hear her. Before he knew it, he broke his neck. He's lying dead on hay. Lennie notes that he has done harm (100) and covers his body with hay. Then he disappears from the barn with a dead puppy in his hand. Candy comes looking for Lennie's claw and discovers the body of Curley's wife. He's bringing in George, who knows exactly what happened when he sees the body.
Candy warns that Curley will lynch Lennie if they don't let him escape. After a sombre exchange in which Candy and George admit that their dream farm can't reach reality anymore, George decides the best course of action. He tells Candy to spread the news of the death of the rest of the men and pretend that he (George) was never present in the barn. When George leaves,
Candy scolds the corpse as a fucking slut (104). Candy pulls the men and Curley immediately connects to the killing of Lennie. He and Carlson run away to get guns. Meanwhile, George and Slim hypotheses that Lennie had accidentally killed him, in the same way he got into trouble with Weed. George asks Slim if Lennie could just be locked up and Slim answers that Curley
wants to shoot him. Carlson returns and That his Luger was stolen. He's accusing Lennie of theft. Curley returns with a shotgun. He orders Whit to bring Soledad's deputy Sherrif, Al Whits, and organize for the rest of the men. George asks Curley not to shoot Lennie, but Curley refuses to listen, saying Lennie's armed with Luger. George deliberately misleads the posse, saying
that Lennie would be headed south (not north, in the direction from which they approached the farm). Curley warns George to join the hunt for Lennie so we don't think you had anything to do with it (108). Analysis This chapter contains what could be analyzed as a climactic action novel - an event after which there is no reversal. Once again, as in previous chapters, action centers
are converted into a single location - a very similar stage of play. It's a pretty fitting structure to kill a future actor. After he finds Curley's wife's body, George notes that although Lennie does a lot of bad things, he never acts out of malice, but an inability to understand the world or control himself. George's choice of words is appropriate. Not only do meanness show cruelty - like in
childhood use the word common phrase You're Mean. The average also refers to a strait or small one. Many of the characters in the novel act out of self-centered evil. Lennie never does that. He acts with the best intentions at almost every step; indeed (and despite his name) he has the simplicity of the soul, which contrasts sharply with the smallness of others. The word also
refers to another variation - meaning. Lennie doesn't want to do bad things - they just happen to him. He's behaving badly without even acting. Indeed, Lennie's crime is a fundamental inability to understand the weakness of others. He literally loves things to death. Her puppy is soft, so she pets it to death. Only George fully understands him, knows his childish blend of innocence
and danger. Others, including Curley's wife, treat him like a resounding table because of their complaints and fantasies. Their failure to understand the danger that goes with Lennie's apparent innocence results in the bad things that Lennie does. Crooks are simply hardly able to dispel Lennie's ability to violent rage in the previous chapter. Curley's wife in this chapter is not so
happy. But then, the events in the chapter should not surprise anyone, really. They certainly don't surprise George or Slim, who is instantly able to identify from the look of Curley's wife that Lennie is the culprit and that he acted out of confused panic, as he did weed. Lennie, like an animal, doesn't understand his actions as morally wrong. Rather, he's just thinking about them in
terms of George's approval. As a dog who feels a mixture of fear and love for his master, Lennie is so fiercely loyal to George and terrified of disturbing his friend. He instinctively knows he's done something wrong. Killing a puppy and killing Curley's wife. For Lennie, however, the two activities are about equivalent - either way, he just feels that he risks losing George's permission to
tend to rabbits. The question of the intrinsic value of a person's life would never fall into his mindset. Curley's wife, as Steinbeck portrays her, doesn't state Lennie's innocence. Steinbeck blames the victim himself. Time and again, Lennie's intrusion into the affairs of Curley and Curley's wife is tinged with sex, and his bid to let Lennie touch his hair can be interpreted as a sexual
advance. He even prefaces the offering, complaining about the loneliness and dissatisfaction of his marriage. But sincere and pathetic these complaints may be, he is finally a self-izing, manipulative figure in the arena. She does not understand Lennie's danger - despite evidence of her violent power in her husband's distorted hand - and instead interprets the conflict with her
husband and his fear of her through the prism of vanity. She assumes that Lennie is her husband's childlike rival - a harmless admirer. Thus, he leads her, to use the old misogynistic excuse for rape. The full extent of misogyny embedded in the depiction of Curley's wife comes after her death. Steinbeck describes him as more life and vitality as a dead character. The trophy found
in the beauty of a young woman's corpse is very old in Western literature - it can be found in countless texts, such as the dead Ophelia Hamlet, or dead maidens in Edgar Poe's lyrical poems. Steinbeck's description of Curley's wife's body is that her beauty can finally be appreciated in death, except for her insidious, duplicitous personality. It's like he sheds his sensibility on himself
at his worst quality. In this way, she is completely objectified - reduced, death, to the grotesque ideal of the quiet and obedient woman she has never been to in life. The modern reader has every reason to find this portrayal unpleasant. Indeed, a pile of indignity after indignity, the last time we meet his corpse occurs when Candy curses it, calling him a tramp and a tart. Even
without death, he is nothing more than a scapegoat; and even her own husband does not mourn her. Perhaps inadvertently, Steinbeck illustrates the appalling atmosphere of utter neglect and abuse that perhaps led him to act in the first place. He was never considered human, only curley's problematic trophy. We've seen so many twists in the story come together already, and the
final plot of the movement of the story is similarly inevitable on the trajectory. Steinbeck urges the reader to recall a number of additional connections to bring together a tragic resolution. We recall George's order from the beginning of the book- that if there are any problems, Lennie will be hiding in the bushes near their original camp. We know George has deliberately misled the
gang, claiming that Lennie is probably heading south. Besides, Carlson's late Luger is very important. It was a gun used to shoot Candy's old shepherd. The men assume that Lennie stole the gun for his own protection - once again revealing how little they understand Lennie, who is perfectly capable of making such a calculation. But the reader knows better. But.
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